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Visit the VRG website at www.vrgonline.org for changes and updates to the schedule.

VRG Event Schedule

April 1-3

Wild Hare Run with VDCA – Virginia International Raceway, Alton, VA
Event Chairman: Mike Jackson, 561-622-7554, vdca@vintagedrive.com

April 25

Driver Development Program – Jefferson Circuit, Summit Point, WV
Advanced/Refresher Clinic for VRG’s current experienced racers and veteran drivers
returning to the sport – Chief Instructor: Denny Austin, denny@vrgonline.org

May 10-12

Driver School – Summit Point, WV
Level 1/Novice Students – Chief Instructor: Denny Austin, denny@vrgonline.org

May 12-15

Jefferson 500 – Summit Point, WV
Event Chairmen: Cal Trumbo & Jim Karamanis, 304-449-7050, j500@vrgonline.org

June 23-25

Vintage Motorsports Festival with VSCCA – Thompson Speedway
Motorsports Park, Thompson, CT – Event Chairman: Mark Gunsalus,
508-272-1323, mgunsalus@charter.net – Assistant EC: John Jeffery

July 15-17

Pittsburgh Vintage Grand Prix at PittRace – Wampum, PA
Event Chairman: Ian Wisbon, 412-400-9375, ian@vrgonline.org

September 2-5

Lime Rock Historics with VSCCA – Lime Rock Park, Lakeville, CT
VRG Event Chairman: Paul King, 508-847-4809, paulking@vrgonline.org

September 23-25

VRG at The Glen – Watkins Glen, NY – Event Chairman: Mike Lawton,
|978-274-5935, lawton@vrgonline.org – Assistant EC: Matthew Barbour

October 14-16

New Jersey Historics – NJMP Lightning, Millville, NJ – Event Chairman: Butch
O’Connor, Tel: 973-295-3674, Email: bfo@spsk.com – Assistant EC: Nial McCabe

November 18-20

Annual Turkey Bowl – Summit Point, WV
Event Chairman: Jim Karamanis, 304-449-7050, jim@vrgonline.org.
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Bill Stoler’s SNAPSHOT! – A Look Back at the 2022 Jefferson 500
A little foul weather couldn’t dampen the “spirit of
vintage racing” at this year’s Jefferson 500. A great
turnout, including several “new to us” vintage racing
machines in the paddock, a “psychedelic” grand
marshal, and the addition of “Rocker Cover” races –
all came together to produce an outstanding weekend
of racing at Summit Point.

Gosh, how cool were those “Rocker Cover Races”
at the tech shed on Friday evening? A big thanks
to Richard & Linda Schnabel and David Bane for
putting together the inaugural event that drew 19
participants. If you weren’t there to witness this –
think “pinewood derby” but replace the block of
wood with a rocker cover. In a stunning upset –
Heather Richards, who earned her VRG competition
license only a day earlier, took the win in the #95
NISSAN “Baird Special” owned by none other than
racing legend and no stranger to Summit Point,
Bob Leitzinger. This winning RC racer was built by
another memorable racing legend – Carson Baird.
Let’s hope this becomes an annual Jeff 500 tradition!

Race Chair Jim Karamanis stated, “This year’s event
had a terrific vibe” and despite the fickle weather that
began on Friday – “there were smiles up and down
the paddock!” Ralph Pagington reported nearly
220 entries this year. Chief Instructor Denny Austin
reported 25 graduates received novice provisional
competition licenses and most of those stuck around
for the Jefferson 500. Denny emphasized the strong
cooperative effort between the VRG and the track and
shared, “none of this would be possible, without the
dedicated and competent efforts of the track staff and
the VRG instructors and volunteers!” Good to see new
faces behind the wheel and this is certainly a good sign
for the future of the club. One new graduate caught my
attention, Lou Visone who was racing his Allard K1 in
the rain – wow, what an initiation! Lou told me he’s a
heavy equipment operator and that may have helped.
He said it was a bit of wrestling match – but he’s very
mindful that it’s 75 years old and gives it respect!

Results of the inaugural Jefferson 500 Rocker Races
1st Place – Heather Richards with the
“Baird Special”
2nd Place – Don Wannagat with the
“2.4 L Turbo”
3rd Place – Cindy Brewer with the
“Go Bee Special”
Always exciting to see some “new” cars entered at
the Jeff 500. Tom Grudovich brought the 1972 “Team
Gunston” Chevron B23 that finished 1st in class and 2nd

View more at BillStoler.com
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overall at the 1972 9-Hour Endurance race at Kyalami
South Africa and captured the ’72 South African
Springbok Trophy Series Championship. Bill Demarest
brought his recently completed 1960 “Falcon Shells Mk
II Competition Sports Racer. It was the first weekend
out for Bill in the fiberglass beauty. Falcon Shells was
an English-based manufacturer of fiberglass bodies and
kit cars. It was founded in 1956 by Peter Pelladine and
produced cars until 1964. The swoopy lines of the MK II
exhibit a strong influence of the legendary Jaguar D-Type.
Bill’s car has a 1.5L Coventry-Climax SOC motor fitted
with a MGA LeMans gearbox and rolls along on 15”
72-spoke wire wheels with Dunlop racing tires.

The Formula Ford Challenge Series just couldn’t
catch a break with the weather – it seemed like
every session involved a little bit of rain. Saturday’s
feature was one to remember. It was rather ironic that
longtime FFCS racer, Frank DelVecchio was calling
the race on the public address system as the cars rolled
off the grid with a light sprinkle. In September 1971,
a slightly younger Frank was competing in one of his
first races at Summit Point in a Formula Ford. Frank
informed the listeners that the 1971 IMSA event at
Summit Point was raced under similar conditions.
Frank led early on until suspension issues intervened
and ultimately finished 7th. Bill Scott (the former
owner of Summit Point) took the win that day in the
rain – but only after building a huge lead in his Royale
FF, sliding off the track in the carousel, getting stuck
in mud, digging the car out and still taking the win.
Frank shared the story as the cars made the pace lap
and by the time the field of 24 cars took the green
flag – the skies opened up! The field became lost in
a spray of rooster tails and headed down the straight
at Summit Point that is nearly ½ mile long and into
the treacherous Turn 1 hairpin. In an amazing display
of driver skill and ability, the entire field made it T1
though without incident. Joe Griffin took the early
lead in his ’75 Van Diemen RF75 but when it was
over Eric Langbein took the win in his March 719.
Eric described how he hasn’t raced competitively

Another car garnering attention was Eric Langbein’s
1971 March 719. This Formula Ford is the third of
only three 719s built by March in England. The car
was recently acquired by Eric from the original owner
– a Canadian who received the car from March in
1970 and began racing it in 1971. Eric is running the
car in its absolute original Castrol livery (as it did
in 1971) Eric says, “I’ve never seen a Formula Ford
with so much original documentation and the fact
that it has this Castrol livery makes it really cool and
unique to me – and as a bonus, it’s a really good car
too!” How good you might ask? Well… together, Eric
and the March captured the Formula Ford Challenge
Series feature race in the rain on Saturday!

SCCA Champions and RRDC members
Ray Stone & Bob Leitzinger.

Bill Demarest – ’60 Falcon Shells Mk II Sports Racer

1972 Team Gunston Chevron B23 – Tom Grudovich
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in the rain for quite some time and stated, “I had
forgotten how much mental effort it takes because the
conditions are changing constantly; you’re always
looking for more grip and driving techniques that
allow the car to get more forward bite.” Eric wasn’t
the only one doing well in the rain – the entire field
raced well in the tough conditions. The pass for the
win took place when Eric drafted by the leader Mike
Agnifilo on the front straight. Eric stated “Mike did a
phenomenal job of late braking on the only drier line
which was in the middle of the track at that point, so
we went into T1 side-by-side, and we had our wheels
interlocked between T1 and T2. I was able to get a
better run out of T2 because I was on the drier line
and I beat Mike to T3. It was challenging and a blast

to race with this group of guys in the rain!”
An informal poll in the paddock revealed that the
best overall race of the weekend was in Group 3. In
a classic “Axis vs. Allies” battle took place between
Henry Frye’s Triumph TR250 and TW Herran’s 2.0
L Porsche 914. The duo swapped lead continuously
for 19 clean laps and finished 49 seconds ahead of the
third-place finisher! Frye described the battle, “Herran
drove an incredible race, but we both used up our tires,
he got caught in traffic, I gained a few seconds and that
was it!” Herran countered, “I had him under braking,
but that straight-six could pull me out of the turns!”
Both drivers drove an incredible race, with many in
the paddock called it the best race of the weekend.
Bob O’Connor – 1972 Zink FV

Bob finished 8th in the 1970 Formula Vee Grand Prix –
first major race held at Summit Point.

Ron Pollimeni ’59 Volvo PV544
Ron raced this car at Sebring back in the day.

View more at BillStoler.com
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“THE Brian Walsh” was named this year’s Jefferson
500 Grand Marshal and it’s a well-deserved honor.
Brian has been the driving force behind the IMSA
RS/SCCA 2.5 reunion races for the small-bore sedans
for many years. Summit Point hosted one of the first
IMSA “Baby Grand” races in 1971. Brian is the son
of the late Jerry Walsh, who raced a Ford Pinto in the
series and finished 11th in that 100-lap race that was
won by Byron Morris in a BMW 2002. Brian brought
his recently acquired Car & Driver Pinto project car
that was raced by automotive journalist Pat Bedard
and featured on this year’s popular event poster.
Brian had an unfortunate shunt on Friday with the
Pinto, but that freed him up for his duties as Grand
Marshal – which including waving the green flag for

the feature on Saturday afternoon! Like a flashback
to the ‘70s – the flamboyantly dressed Grand Marshal
waved the green flag on a large field of 35 BMW,
Datsuns, Alfas, Ford Escorts and a few Pintos! The
field raced down the long front straight into turn 1. It
was a three way battle all race long between the John
Baucom ’69 Fiat 124 Coupe, Steve Byrne ’70 Datsun
510 and David Porter ’73 Ford Escort contesting for
the top spot, with Steve Byrne and the Datsun taking
the checkers!
It was another terrific Jefferson 500 and it’s only the
beginning of the season! See you at the track!
– Bill Stoler

View more at BillStoler.com
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Driver’s Ed – At Speed
By Thom Leavy
The Vintage Racer Group 2022 Driver Development
Program: it was a roller coaster of a week, especially
for the less initiated among us.

The skid pad was the crowd pleaser, throwing squad
cars around a hosed down circular track to learn how
to work the wheel when the car rotates. The back seat
was a bit much for those of us that didn’t skimp on
lunch. It was undoubtedly the most fun, and probably
the most critically informative part of the school for
a group of students going into the bulk of their first
weekend wet as a whistle.

As someone who has only zipped around on a dirt bike
on the outside or infield of a track, I got the feeling
that even for those of us with seat time somewhere
else that the paces we were being put through were
beyond most of this student body’s experience.

The lead/follow exercise was a balance of knowing
this was the least adventurous thing that was
happening on the full track, and knowing that this
was the beginning of going bumper-to-bumper
and wheel-to-wheel. Even under the controlled
circumstances of knowing exactly what everyone
was going to do, in a column of race cars, the onus of
situational awareness was finally being pressed. We
were hauling ass and up each others’.

The in-class discussion was comprehensive and, at
times, overwhelming. That was more nerves than
academic overload. I’ve had longer on-boarding
processes for franchise restaurant jobs. The handbook
doesn’t have an ounce of fat on it.
The most unnatural concepts – even for the more
spirited street drivers in class – were those of “ocular
driving” and “maintaining your line” under pressure.
Counting on your brain to tell your hands what to
do with a turn you aren’t looking at is about trusting
yourself. Maintaining your racing line despite the
incoming pressure from someone coming in hot is an
even more complex trust exercise; you’re trusting the
passer, and trusting that they trust you, the “passee”
as it were.

You start to understand how this is meant to be fun,
but not fun and games – because motor racing isn’t a
game. It’s a sport, according to Hemingway, and one
of only three, alongside such death-defying pastimes
as bullfighting and mountaineering.
For me, our first wheel-to-wheel outing on Thursday
was exceptionally heavy for a few reasons. For
starters, I was driving my dad’s car, MGB #32, for the
first time. Because the car is what he refers to as “set
up to party,” (i.e. minus a fan and alternator to shave
weight) it wasn’t really a candidate for the stop and
start of the previous day’s lessons. I took all those in
my ’91 Miata that I’d driven down from Jersey.

Day two started down in Summit Point’s peninsula.
Threshold and trail braking, serpentine drills, and the
hands on (feet off) lesson in understeer and oversteer
were the lessons. Accelerating up to the point of braking
with your elders standing right there was surreal. So
was gunning it through cones in a manner that has
never gotten anyone anything at a DMV parking lot.

View more at BillStoler.com
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This was going to be the application of everything I’d
learned to do out there in a vehicle I knew little about.
My dad did me the kindness of not overwhelming me
with operational details about the car (“I know that
can kinda wig you out,”) so I was going in, for better
and worse, cold.

’92 Miata that someone had bailed on, now sitting
driverless (incidentally, available through my skid
pad instructor).
Pros: it was a race ready version of a car I’d put over
twenty thousand miles on in under two years, and
had working wipers and defrosters.

And then you’re out there, with a brain full of
adrenaline and excitement and little room for
something like fear. You do your best to balance going
fast as you can muster without breaking anything. You
go from setting those reasonable expectations while
gun-shy to reassessing your personal ratio of “safety
fast.” What feels like some drawn-out dogfight is in
reality less than four minutes across two laps. You
find yourself picking a faster car to “go to school
on” – for me, a certain pale blue Alfa Alfetta – and
then you find yourself wanting to overtake. It doesn’t
feel competitive so much as it feels like a lead follow
with less rules, but the same sense that you’re all just
out there together.

Cons: a serious enough miscalculation meant you
break it, you bought it. “We don’t need to leave here
with a parts car,” dad warned me.
Ultimately, it was worth it. I pulled my best lap time in
MX-5 #3 in the worst conditions I drove all weekend;
raining from start to finish. It turns out lighter rain, or
a damp track after rain stopped, is more disconcerting
than puddles – it’s less predictable. As the gentleman
in MGA #228 said before I went out into the soup,
“just stay off the shiny bits.”
Saturday was another intermittently drizzly day – just
enough to bruise one’s confidence. When I finally
told myself I had an obligation to go faster, to be
more predictable, I went sideways at the back of the
pack on my last race of the weekend. I paused, and
seeing that I had kept the wheels on the blacktop and
the rotation around ninety degrees, and knew it was
safe to get back at it. I took a breath and told myself
“if you’re the slowest guy who goes home with the
weekend counting towards their PDEC, that’s okay.”

Friday, it rained.
I had the pleasure of driving my third car in three
days; the B hung up its clutch pedal on me in the
second student outing the day before. The slave
cylinder went and dad pragmatically decided not to
scramble to fix something and force a $20 problem
that could become a very expensive one at speed.
Still, as my very thoughtful sponsor, he didn’t want
to see this weekend end so early for me. The word
through the grapevine was that there was a rentable

I was, and it did.
See you all back out there.
View more at BillStoler.com
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2022 Advanced Refresher Clinic
By Tom Leavy
On April 25th, 2022, VRG held its first Advanced
and Refresher Clinic at Summit Point Raceway. I was
among the 16 participants and I would like to share
my experience with you. Denny Austin organized the
event, and it bears mentioning that the request for such
a school came from a club member. The VRG Driver
Development Team envisioned a program specifically
for its current member-racers who wish to sharpen
their skills to improve lap times and racecraft. The
clinic is also intended to meet the needs of experienced
but inactive racers who want earn a VRG competition
license and return to vintage-style racing at our events.
In collaboration with Xator Summit Point Training
Facility (formerly Bill Scott Racing), the VRG
Driver Development Program has created this oneday Advanced and Refresher Clinic on the Jefferson
Circuit at Summit Point Motorsports Park.

face instruction during the drive-arounds. After the
initiation to each exercise, the drivers all got into
their own vintage-eligible race cars (some of which
were Miata rentals). Participants were broken out
into three groups of six, each with a team of senior
VRG and Xator instructors.
Here’s a description of how the day unfolded:
Skill Drills
Skill Drills are a series of two rotations of the three
activities detailed below. The first rotation is in
BSR Crown Vic training cars. The second rotation
is in race cars. Participants travel with instructors in
BSR cars. Instructors will demonstrate the drill then
each participant takes a turn at the wheel. For the
second rotation race cars are staged by crew where
directed. Participants strap in to repeat the drill in
their race car.

In the run-up to the event, communication was
excellent. The event organizers did a great job of
preparing us in advance. On the day of the event, we
met in the classroom in one large group, and both
Denny and Greg Haas briefed us on the day’s agenda.
Greg is the Motorsport Programs Manager at Xator.

1. Advanced Braking – Demonstrate ability to
modulate brake pressure blended with steering and
throttle inputs to optimize end-to-end cornering
speed by navigating through a set of cones,
participants will learn to set up corner entry speed
and blending turn in, vehicle balance, “trail braking”
and acceleration to exit.

During the day, participants spent time in the Xator
cars (Crown Victoria Interceptors) to get face-toView more at BillStoler.com
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2. Serpentine/Ocular – Demonstrate ability to use
eye control (basic ocular driving) and smoothly blend
throttle, brake, and steering inputs by navigating
through a series of variably spaced cones (serpentine)
participants will learn to focus on where they want to
place the car and habitually apply blended inputs.

to 10 to 11 (i.e. prior to Skid Pad) by “looking
through” blind visual corners and accurately place
car while accelerating effectively through sections.
3. Complex Corners – Demonstrate proficiency
through Jefferson Circuit Turns 5-9 by setting the car
up effectively to manage potentially upsetting track
configuration and manage to allow for optimum exit
speed in anticipation of the following straight.

3. Skid Pad – Demonstrate ability to control a car at
and beyond the limits of grip including management
of and recovery from understeer, oversteer and spins.
Using a wet skid pad, participants will learn to feel
tires approach and exceed limits followed by adjusting
inputs to manipulate slip angle and resistance. “Trim”
car to optimize control with minimal drag.

4. Vintage Traffic – The last exercise is designed to
demonstrate car control, situational awareness, flag
awareness/response, and vintage-style courtesy at
speed and in traffic. All of the participants were on
track at once for the final session of the day, allowing
us to string all of the sections of the track together in
a live-fire exercise.

Exercises
These exercises build on the skill drills and consist
of the three activities detailed below. Instructors
demonstrate each exercise to three participants in a
BSR Crown Vic training car. Participants then repeat
the exercise in their race cars.

Like everything that VRG and Xator do, this event
was a success – in planning and in execution. The
exercises, and the feedback the individual drivers
received from their instructors proved to be an
excellent learning experience. The instructors are
very informative and thorough in their teaching style.
By focusing on one section of track, and repeating the
exercise over and over again, I was able to approach
“that perfect lap,” one segment at a time. I highly
recommend this program for anyone interested in
improving their racecraft.

1. Corner Management – Demonstrate proficiency
through Jefferson Circuit Turns 13-14 by blending
braking into acceleration with elevation changes and
blind apex/exits.
2. Placement/Ocular – Demonstrate proficiency
through Jefferson Circuit Turns 1 to 4 then crossover

View more at BillStoler.com
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Mike Tapolci #84 FV raced with dad,
Jeff #84 Lotus in the Bill Scott Enduro.
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Bob Houston dispensing words of
wisdom to the VRG “Class of 2022.”

View more at BillStoler.com
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Lou Visone – Allard K1

View more at BillStoler.com
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3rd generation racer Abby Patterson
and (Dad) Alan Patterson III.

We Need Race
Reporters!
No formal education
required! – just tell us how
the weekend went, throw
a few sentences together
and send to Bill Stoler at
wrstoler@comcast.net or
Rob Brownlee Tomasso at
rob@rbtomasso.com.

For the driver who enjoys racing with others who value
driver attitude, skill and car preparation.

VRG 2022 Directors

Cool Cars | Safe Racing | Great Friends

Mike Lawton – President
John Wood – Vice President
Scott Janzen – Treasurer
Nial McCabe – Secretary
Paul King – Director
Keith Lawrence – Director
Graham Long – Director
Butch O’Connor – Director
Ian Wisbon – Director
For questions, please contact:
asktheboard@vrgonline.org

VRG Newsletter Team
Bill Stoler Photography
www.billstoler.com • wrstoler@comcast.net
Don Mei
dnmeicpa@aol.com
Rob Brownlee-Tomasso
rob@rbtomasso.com
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